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THE SLOPES
A 30-minute drive along Lake
Wanaka, past the famed Wanaka
Tree and pastoral lands and you’ll
land at Treble Cone – a hefty vertical
playground best suited to those
with a decent parallel game. TC,
as it’s nearly always referred to,
is the South Island’s largest ski
resort with 550 hectares of rideable
terrain. Of that, expect to navigate
some decent and plunging chutes
as well as some fun bowls. Hiking
the summit is a must for the views
and descent – so too the blue
Raffles Run which offers incredible
vistas across Lake Wanaka and
beyond on bluebird days (though
even overcast weather can mean
skiing above the clouds).
TC’s off-piste gear is a seductive
delight – or, take things easy on the
4km leg burner that is High Street/
Easy Rider.
The other notable resort closest
to Wanaka (20 mins to the base) is
the well-known Cardrona. This is a
truly fun place – where there really is
enough for all, even if it means a first
time in bindings. Wide open basic
groomers and some more pressing
blacks combine here – with a wealth
of greens for newcomers, including
what’s one of the best in the world,
the view-packed Skyline. The village
is cute and has an abundance of
food options. treblecone.com;
cardrona.com

A

ll right, let’s get straight to it
– New Zealand won. For so
long we claimed a superior
stance in cross-Tasman
taunting. And yet, it’s this
ancient and small country of
islands and hobbits that’s come
to prove itself the better, with the Kiwis currently
under the guidance of a third female PM, riding a
robust economy and spreading progressiveness at will.
New Zealand secured marriage equality in 2013
by simply changing the law, has delivered significant
successes in regards to native rights and the Maori
people and is on track to produce 90 per cent of all
energy via renewable sources come 2025.
Need we mention the Haka and that team of
all black jerseys? Need we touch on the alluring

culture of the ascendant Black Caps? Then there’s
the international march of the Kiwi start-up sector
and useful internet speeds; Taika Waititi, Bret
McKenzie, and KJ Apa (in that order). And as if
all of that’s not enough – they also have Wanaka.
A South Island gem of lakes, mountains and
winter snow, Wanaka is what Queenstown once
was – at least that’s what you’ll be told, and often,
by locals who are always smiling. It’s a more
personal lakeside experience – Wanaka quieter
and more refined than its brash and better-known
Central Otago neighbour. It’s friendly and
immediately engaging, with less backpackers and
vans, great food, even better pinot – and all of it
comes with an even shorter meander to the best
snow in the Southern Hemisphere. So, accept
the loss, applaud the Kiwis and pitch up.

EATING & DRINKING
Francesca’s
Italian Kitchen

Thighs burning from a hard
day on the slopes? Then head
here for an early and relaxed
riverside feed before doing it
all over again the next day. The
beef carpaccio with capers
and white anchovies is a solid
start, before getting into
the fresh wood-fired pizzas
or tender pastas such as a
pappardelle with melt-in-themouth lamb shoulder ragu.
93 ARDMORE ST, WANAKA;
FRANSITALIAN.CO.NZ

Kika

This is the dressier end of
town – an award-winning
restaurant that engages via a
central stone fireplace, buzzy
air and decent food. Here it’s
about sharing – be it tapasstyle ‘piccolo’ dishes or larger
mains. Menus are seasonal and
always updated, though seek
out the tuna escabeche and
Kika fried chicken at the least.
2 DUNMORE ST, WANAKA;
KIKA.NZ

Boaboa
Food Company

Queenstown has Fergburger
– Wanaka has chef Leungo
Lippe, a man who for years

worked the burners for Marco
Pierre White at London’s famed
L’Escargot, as well as Criterion.
Lippe’s called Wanaka home
for more than 12 years now and
has made a name for himself
with this delicious ‘boutique’
takeout joint. Grab a Boa with
Cheese or Grand Kiwi burger
(or anything from the menu),
tuck in across the road next to
the lake and count how many
times you mutter ‘my god
how good is this’ in just
a few minutes.
137 ARDMORE ST, WANAKA

Bistro Gentil

Any trip to Central Otago
means nights (days?) sampling
some of the finest wines on
the planet and contemplating
how to get it all home. Ship it,
is the short answer – though
attempting to visit this place
without leaving with a box
of Maude Wines under an
arm is near impossible. From
the local bubbles to the Mt
Maude (reserve range) pinot
noir, come for exquisite
drops paired to delicate
modern French menus and
a lake view. Yummy.
76A GOLF COURSE RD, WANAKA;
BISTROGENTIL.CO.NZ;
MAUDEWINES.COM

THE
ACCOMMODATION
Te Kahu

Come to Wanaka – live
like Oprah. Though
in choosing to have
Release Wanaka sort the
accommodation, realise
the idea of moving up a
mountain and away from
your chosen digs can be
a battle each morning.
That’s because the
private rental houses on
their luxury books are
once-in-a-lifetime types
– properties only really
ever spied from afar in
magazines (ahem). While
they never did divulge
where Lady O came to lay
her head when recently
filming A Wrinke in Time in
and around Wanaka, we
weren’t overly bothered
given our exquisite
designer pad, Te Kahu.
This is an award-winning

four bedroom (each
with ensuite) house of
cedar and angles and
fireplaces (yes, plural)
and 50 acres of tussock
and natural bush that
gently falls into Lake
Wanaka. Roughly 20
minutes out of town,
it’s about seclusion
and choosing to forgo
devices and Netflix
in favour of watching
the light’s daily dance
across the waters and
mountains just beyond.
Oh, and be sure to
indulge Chef Lippe,
given Release can also
organise notable private
chefs to come by and
do the hard work for
the evening.
SLEEPS SIX ADULTS, FROM
APPROX. $3300 A NIGHT;
RELEASENZ.COM

CLOCKWISE
FROM FAR LEFT

Skiing at Wanaka’s
stunning Treble Cone;
Francesca’s Italian
Kitchen; Maude Wines
- it’d be ill-advised to
leave Wanaka without
tasting the pinot; Buffalo
milk stracciatella,
nectarine, and
pistachio-sumac
dukkah at Kika.

GETTING
THERE

AI R N EW Z EAL AN D HAS
DI R ECT DAI LY FLIG HTS
TO QU E E NSTOWN FROM
SYDN EY, M E LBOU R N E
AN D B R ISBAN E . WANAK A
IS A FU RTH E R ON E HOU R
DR IVE – TAKE TH E
STU N N I NG CROWN
RANG E ROAD, N EW
Z EAL AN D’S H IG H EST OF
ITS KI N D AN D SU R E LY
ITS MOST M EMORAB LE
(CHAI NS MUST B E
CAR R I E D B ET WE E N MAY
– SE PTEM B E R).
AI R N EWZ EAL AN D.COM .
AU; L AKEWANAK A .CO.N Z
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